
"Yushinan" Ossuary price list  

 

Type Plan Price 

Ossuary 

A section 

After 12 years  

Buried in a Group grave 
250,000yen 

After 17 years  
Buried in a Group grave 

330,000yen 

After 33 years  
Buried in a Group grave 

600,000yen 

A section 
with pets 

 

The owner started using it  
12 years later  

Buried in a Group grave 
300,000yen 

The owner started using it  
17 years later  

Buried in a Group grave 
380,000yen 

The owner started using it  
33 years later  

Buried in a Group grave 

650,000yen 

* Additional family members and friends can enter the area. Please contact us for details.	
 
 
Pet Ossuary 

Type Plan Price  

Pet 
Ossuary 

A section 
After 10 years  

Buried in a Group grave 
70,000yen 

 
 
 
 



 
"Yushinan" Tree Burial price list  

 

Type Plan Price  

Tree 
Burial 

Group Buried forever 150,000yen 

A section Buried forever 280,000yen 

A section 

with pets 
Buried forever 330,000yen 

* Additional family members and friends can enter the area. Please contact us for details. 

* Powder cost will be charged separately.	
 
 
 
Pet Tree Burial 

Type Plan Price  

Pet 
Tree 
Burial 

Group Buried forever 50,000yen 

A section  Buried forever 70,000yen 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Application 

 
If the deceased's remains already exist 
Please pay the full amount to the designated account before bone burial or burial.  
 
In case of pre-registration 
The consideration period is one month. Confirm application and place of ossuary and tree 
burial. If you have decided, please fill out the application form within two weeks and deposit 
the amount into the specified account.  
  

 
Cancellation fee 

 
Cancellation fee will be 100,000 yen for ossuary and 50,000 yen for tree funerals within 5 
years after application (payment). Subsequent cancellations will be charged in full. 
 

振込先  

  
  Japan Post Bank Co., Ltd. 
 Code 10690 Number 6662501 シュウ)ミョウエンジ  
 
 Please specify the following when transferring from another financial institution. 
 【Store name】〇六八｛ゼロロクハチ｝ 
 【Store number】068 
 【Deposit item】Ordinary deposit 
 【Account number】0666250 
 
 Please pay the transfer fee at your own expense. 
 

 


